
British Columbia is an unbeatable place for holding any meeting, conference, trade show or  
convention. Meeting Places BC offers up-to-date editorial coverage, insight and practical advice  
for meeting and event-planners as well as company or association managers for whom group  
functions are a part of operations. With a comprehensive database of facilities and service providers 
throughout the province, Meeting Places BC is your ultimate resource for conducting your best event. 

Essential guide to 
meeting & event 
planning in  
British Columbia
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B.C.: a land of opportunity 
for the meeting and event-
planning industry

By Pat Johnson

team-building, board retreat or off-site meeting? if there’s 

work to be done, fresh scenery can help the brainstorming 

process, with the anticipation of fun and food to follow. if 

you want to get out of the office, there are few places more abounding 

in options that metro Vancouver.

For 

a board retreat need not be boring when 

spliced with an entertaining space

FUN
4

The historic roller-coaster 
and exciting new rides inject 
a thrill into a corporate 
meeting at Playland. One 
client booked the entire site 
for 10,000 of its employees 
and friends | PNE PLAYLAND 
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Take The Team To new heighTs  ■  to really get 
above and beyond, there’s grouse mountain. Just getting 
there is part of the fun, with the skyride gliding the team 
to the peak of Vancouver. once atop, outdoor recreation 
abounds, from snowshoeing, snowboarding and skiing 
in winter to hiking, disc golfing, paragliding and wildlife 
experiences in summer.

For work or socializing, the chalet offers spaces to suit 
groups from 10 to 1,000, according to Julia grant, com-
munications manager for grouse mountain. 
“We are pretty able to work with different groups based 

on what kind of event you’re looking for,” she says, and 
the catering team can whip up pretty much anything 
the team could want. in addition, there is a specialty 
offering for businesses and organizations.
“We have a corporate adventure training program,” 

grant says. “it can add a fun team-building element to 
your meeting or event. it’s a professionally facilitated 
program, and we work with companies to customize 
the program to meet their specific goals or require-
ments around communication skills or bringing teams 
together and for a range of activities from low-activity 
cultural experiences to more action-packed mountaintop 
adventures.”

Belugas and Ball gowns  ■  back at sea level, 
the Vancouver aquarium offers a unique venue for get-
togethers. not so much for meetings – although they 
can be arranged – the world-famous centre for aquatic 
life provides an educational and entertaining backdrop 
for almost any kind of event.

the aquarium sometimes arranges breakfast meet-
ings (for up to 150) followed by the “4d” show (imagine 

Interactions with denizens 
of the deep are a highlight of 
a fun event at the Vancouver 
Aquarium. Plated or buffet 
dinners, cocktail receptions 
and parties take place against 
the backdrop of any of the 
numerous themed galleries 
with their luminescent 
tanks and engaging 
exhibits | VANCOUVER AqUARIUM

The new green-roof dining 
space at Science World is 
popular as a destination 
wedding venue. The entire 
complex features hands-
on activities and special 
events for groups of up to 
1,400 | TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE
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print and online benefits to advertisers

Distribution
12,500 copies will be printed for distribution in 
2017
•  Targeted distribution to Business in Vancouver 

subscribers, Vancouver Board of Trade, Burnaby  
Board of Trade and Surrey Board of Trade members.  
(Subscribers include business owners, operators and 
CEOs, professionals, administrators and consultants)
•  Sent to industry association members across B.C., 

Canada and the U.S.
•  Available at relevant trade shows throughout the year
• ILEA - International Live Event Association

overview
research references
•  Transportation in B.C.
•  B.C. regional map
•  Meeting places at a glance
•  Professional associations

Directory
The most comprehensive, up-to-date database 
for B.C.’s event and meeting-place industry. 
Listings are indexed by category and include 
company names, city names and geographical 
regions.

List pages
•  Biggest convention and meeting venues in B.C.
•  Biggest trade and consumer shows in the 
Lower Mainland
•  Biggest hotels in Greater Vancouver/Whistler
• Biggest destination resorts

Your ad may benefit from additional exposure 
in the digital replica edition of Meeting Places. 
Website addresses appearing in ads will be 
hyperlinked to allow readers quick access to 
your site.

•  A marketing vehicle that gets your message 
out to everyone responsible for events, trade 
shows, conferences and meeting places.
•  Endorsed by Meeting Professionials  
International (MPI), International Live Events 
Association (ILEA) and the Professional Con-
vention Management Association (PCMA).

•  Retained throughout the year and referred to 
over and over again.
•  Each region of B.C. has its distinct advantages. 

Meeting Places is an indispensable meeting 
and event guide to the wide range of venues 
and services offered throughout the province.

Vancouver Convention 
Centre is among the 

largest and most lavish 
venues in B.C.  | VANCOUVER  

CONVENTION CENTRE 

Vancouver is a float  plane 
ride away from Victoria 

and destinations across 
coastal B.C. | DESTINATION 

BC/DANNIELLE HAYES
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Vancouver, Coast & Mountains

GOALS

All

hoist your next meeting onto a floating venue

By susan M Boyce 

throughout time, the allure and romance of taking to the high 

seas has never wavered. and, in the West coast’s competitive 

conference market, floating conference/convention venues 

are gaining popularity as event planners strive to provide delegates 

with fresh and creative experiences.

AboArd

once known for parties and dodgy decor, today’s float-
ing venues are sophisticated, luxurious and headed by 
savvy operators well versed in providing five-star cuisine, 
diverse entertainment and white-glove service – all set 
against an ever-changing natural backdrop.
“When you’re on a ship, it’s so much more than just the 

four walls you’d have in a hotel,” explains russell bennett, 
general manger of Vancouver cruises. “We’re showcasing 
Vancouver in a way even locals don’t normally get to see. 
you can eat, drink, dance, and if it’s a corporate event, 

you know you’ll have the full amount of time you’re on 
board to meet everyone you want to network with, so 
there’s less pressure.”

Founded in 1983, Vancouver cruises operates three 
boats (the Queen of diamonds boasting 360-degree 
views from her 2,400 square feet of upper deck; the royal 
Vancouver; and abitibi, a retired tugboat shipped across 
the country from the great lakes) and can accommodate 
up to 400 people. 

sabina smirnow, sales and service manager for magic 

Russell 
Bennett | 
general manger, 
VancouVer cruises

When you’re on a 
ship, it’s so much 
more than just the 
four walls you’d 
have in a hotel

The famous Harbour Cruises 
& Events paddlewheeler, 
the 95-passenger MVP 
Constitution, is a perennial 
favourite for those 
meeting on the water 
in Vancouver | HARBOUR 

CRUISES & EVENTS
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yacht charters, notes that people are often surprised to 
discover floating spaces are able to provide a high-end 
dining experience at a price comparable to land-based 
venues. “like anything, it’s economy of scale, but it’s quite 
possible to have a three- to four-hour corporate event with 
a meal for 100 at a cost of $100 per person. if there are more 
people, the price could even include a couple of drinks.” 

smirnow adds that hiring a full-time, on-board execu-
tive chef has allowed the company to increase menu flex-
ibility and quality control.

With over two decades of experience, magic yacht 
charters operates four boats out of two Vancouver mar-
inas - coal harbour and plaza of nations. they provide 
fully customized menus for groups of 10 to 400 and list 
events with caribbean dancers, tattoo artists, photo 
booths and even a marilyn monroe impersonator among 
their portfolio of themed, custom cruises.

in Victoria, lauren and John douglas operate a fleet of 
17 vessels – three dedicated to the meeting/event market 

– out of the coast harbourside hotel in James bay and a 
marina adjacent to the seaplane terminal in the city’s in-
ner harbour. originally a one-boat whale watching tour 
company, orca spirit adventures now provides confer-
ence and event space for up to 170 guests. 

its largest boat, orca spirit ii, is a luxuriously refur-
bished passenger ferry that was originally built in Japan 
and now offers multiple viewing decks, catering services, 
audiovisual equipment and a dance floor. according to 
lauren douglas, it is also the largest venue of this type 
in Victoria. catalina adventure and pacific explorer i 
provide more intimate settings for smaller groups, and 
douglas anticipates a second, larger catamaran will join 
the orca spirit fleet soon.

in north Vancouver, celebration on Water converted 
a retired bc Ferries vessel built in the early 1960s into 
a floating conference venue. now permanently moored 
at mosquito creek marina near lonsdale Quay, spirit 
of the nation can host 160 people for a sit-down meal 

in the air-conditioned dining room and up to 350 for a 
cocktail event. a 3,000-square-foot upper deck creates 
an exquisite location for outdoor mingling and savouring 
the downtown skyline. 
“although we’re stationary, this is a completely different 

experience from a hotel ballroom,” says astrid trittenbass, 
director of sales, marketing  and events. “you’re out in the 
fresh air, connecting with nature, seeing the moonrise. 
it creates a more casual, fun environment.” even getting 
onboard becomes part of the experience. “if the ladies are 
wearing high heels and don’t want to risk the six-minute 
walk along the wharf, we can arrange to have them picked 
up and shuttled to the ship on a pontoon boat. most of the 
guys, though, especially the older gentlemen, want to 
stroll down the dock so they can admire the other boats.”

For a historic twist on a contemporary meeting, harbour 
cruises & events offers five boats for meeting spaces 
including the unique mpV constitution. launched in 
July 1983, this 95-passenger ship is Vancouver’s only 
authentic paddlewheeler and one of the city’s most 
photographed vessels. ships depart from coal harbour 
and are fully equipped for catering, presentations and 
musical entertainment. 

Sabina Smirnow, sales and 
service manager for Magic 
Yacht Charters in Vancouver: 
customized events for up 
to 400 guests include the 
dining menu and themes 
ranging from Caribbean 
festivals to a date with 
Marilyn Monroe | RICHARD LAM 

The 80-foot Catalina 
Adventure is a high-speed, 
80-foot catamaran with large 
viewing decks and stadium 
seating on the bow. It is 
part of the Victoria-based 
fleet of convention-ready 
vessels operated by Orca 
Sprit Adventures | ORCA 

SPIRIT ADVENTURES
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display rates
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• Rates do not include GST
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1. a mock-up 2. logo 3. image (photo) if required and 4. text.
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group buy opportunities
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sponsorship opportunities
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enhanced digital packages
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•Guaranteed impression delivery of 75,000 within one calendar year
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